Zrcadlení (Mirroring) 2015 Awarding ceremony, 5th
year
This year, you all are invited to participate in another year of photo competition Zrcadlení 2015.
The possibility to sign in to competition started on 1.june 2015 and competitive part will be open
until 30. 9. 2015.
Awarding ceremony will take place on 21.11. 2015 on “One day with Photo” in Bystrice nad
Pernstejnem.
You can compete and win very interesting prizes.
Competition themes:
1) International theme: The power of light
1st place
- 10 000,- CZK
2nd place
- material prizes (aprox. 5000 CZK)
3rd place
- material prizes (aprox. 2000 CZK)
2) Regional theme: Bystricko region, man and nature
1st place
- 10 000,- CZK
2nd place
- material prizes (aprox. 5000 CZK)
3rd place
- material prizes (aprox. 2000 CZK)
3) Theme for participants under 15 y.- Bystricko - my home region
1st place
- tablet (aprox. 5000 CZK)
2nd place
- material prizes (aprox. 2000 CZK)
3rd place
- material prizes (aprox. 1000 CZK)

Competition themes
Everyone can upload his photos in to competition after registration on main page from 1. 6. 2015
to 30. 9. 2015:
(1) COMPETITOR REGISTRATION, button:
(2) INSERT PHOTO, button:
The awarding ceremony will take place on 21. 11. 2015, during the day called ,,One Day with
Photo”, in Bystrice nad Pernstejnem. All participants receive invitation email to this day.
The final list of success will be posted on this website.

1) International theme - The power of light
This theme is aimed on support and reflection of current topic- International year of light 2015.
This year, 2015, is a year full of anniversaries of inventions research on light.
From the first studies of Optics 1000 years ago till inventions on Optical communication, that
today power the Internet.

For example, it is the 50th anniversary of the invention of optical fibers, but also the anniversary
of the general theory of relativity created by Albert Einstein - just a hundred years ago Albert
Einstein described light in space and time.
In the form of multi-genre connections photos and International Year of Light 2015, we join the
celebrations and with art inspire by light, we invite photographers to capture the various
manifestations of light in the photo.
2) Regional theme: Bystricko region, man and nature
There has been created a photo gallery in this theme circuit through last 5 years that is restored
with art and documentary photos every year.

This theme encourage all photographers to take pictures not only beautiful nature of Bystricko
region but especially people that are part of that region, their connection to the area and nature
there.
The goal of this theme is to find out all the small connections between people, nature, traditions
and atmosphere of the place- the unique genius loci of places that belong to Bystricko.
3) Theme for participants under 15 y.- Bystricko - my home region
This theme is a challenge for all young and talented photographers that are younger than 15 and
want to use their skills.
Take picture and express your relation to the landscape, the architecture or the people from
Bystricko trough the photo.

Requirements for photos
format: JPG
size: MIN. = 2 MB, MAX. = 5 MB
Proportions: MIN 2800 x 1700
Photos that do not meet the requirements of competition, can´t be approved for competition.
Before all changes in picture, please, use the highest possible quality- minimum compression rate
on photo.
From competition will be removed all pictures with inappropriate, offensive, unethical or otherwise
offensive content.
Pictures that are not in conformity with themes will be removed too.

Terms of photography competition Zrcadlení
By sending picture to the competition express every competitor his consent and will follow the
terms and conditions of the competition.
1. The competitor is obliged to named photo during uploading from PC with name that he wants
to show his photo in web gallery (it is not allowed automatically generated names and numbers
from camera.

2. It is not allowed to mark photo with any text or date.
3. All pictures, uploaded on website www.fotosoutez-bystricko.cz, are published with their stage
names and they can be displayed to the public, that can give them stars points and find by this
system the most interesting photo, that will get Award of the public.
4. Competitor provide to organizer KUMŠT o.s exclusive right CREATIVE COMMONS BY
for using photos for promotional purpose of micro region Bystricko, organizers and competition.
Competitor agree with publishing uploaded photos in printed or electronic version within the
competition without any compensation.
The license of use is provided to organizer without time and without territorial restrictions, with
the right to give sub-licenses under the Copyright Act.
5.Competitor gives to organizer right to process personal data for the purpose of organizing
competitions Zrcadlení, including publication of them, all in accordance with the law 101/2000
Sb. Personal Data Protection.
6. Competitor claims, that he is only one author of uploaded photos.
Competitor can use photos only with agree of photographed persons.
7. Organizer reserve the right to change conditions of photo competition.
For organizers is attendance in competition closed.
There is no claim to win. Organizer can decide deletion or not accept photos in to competition, or
can make other necessary measures (especially in case of pictures with inappropriate, offensive,
unethical or otherwise offensive content).

Competition Awards
The list of results, vernissage of the best photos and award ceremony will take place on
21.11.2015
Public Award
Photos will be judged the public directly on the competition website.
Rating of photos on website can be done through granting users rating number of stars.
The right to vote is restricted by site administrator.
Photo with the highest score is awarded with Public Award
Mayors Award
This award is given to best photo from Bystricko region, that is chosen by the Mayor of Bystrice
nad Pernstejnem city Ing. Karel Pačiska.
Exceptional Award
This award is given for exceptional artistic contribution. It is given by jury through all themes.
Method of valuation

All photos will be judged and valuated by jury. Every member of jury will judge photos by
scoring system. Points of valuation are technical implementation, basic thought, composition
resulting atmosphere in picture.
Awarded photos are those photos that get the best rating with the highest score, given by
individual members of jury.

Jury
The Jury is formed form professional photographers and pedagogues at culture schools that are
aimed on art photo and public figures of Bystricko region.
prof. Mgr. Jindřich Štreit
prof. RNDr. Miroslav Druckmuller, CSc.
MgA. Marek Malůšek
+ 3 other members from region - it changes every year

